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All changes, even the most longed for, have their 
melancholy; for what we leave behind us is a part of 
ourselves; we must die to one life before we can enter 

another.  
~Anatole France
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 If human ecology is the study of the distribution and abundance of 
people and the affects of their interactions with the environment, then 
the densest distribution of people would be in the urban environment.  A 
community is a system that shows the interactions of people with their 
environment and their direct and indirect affects on the area.  This 
suggests that the project should center on investigating a community 
within the urban environment, and should consider how architecture 
can affect and adapt with the community ecology. 
 Communities have learned to change and adapt over time to new 
circumstances and the movements of people from one area to the next.   
There have been great movements of people from tight urban neighborhoods 
into more spacious and less unified areas in the suburbs.  These movements 
have caused holes within, and disregard for urban communities.  The city 
is littered with vacant lots, brownfields, and abandoned buildings that 
further this disregard and movement away from city centers.   If instead 
we were to approach these brown spaces as prime places for intervention 
and reconstruction of human interactions, these communities could 
start to regain their strength and flourish once more.  The brownfields, 
vacant lots, and abandoned buildings are places that were once part 
of the community history and interactions, and new architecture 
can draw from the past presence of these spaces.  These spaces should 
be rethought and reconsidered as spaces in need of adaptation for the 
life that will reclaim the landscape.  They should be reconstructed as 
spaces that are open for experimenting with the study of interactions 
between the community, commuters, city, and the urban environment.  
An architecture that would better serve the urban environment would 
be one that adapts to the elements and natural occurrences as well as 
the interactions between the environment and the living community 
that occupies the area.  As the community learns to adapt and change 
over time so should the architecture that shelters the community to 
best fulfill the needs of the interactions in the community.  The thesis 
project proposes then that a new intervention must be rooted in the 
current conditions of a place as well as the specific future trajectory 
that may be implied by those specific localized conditions.

THESIS ABSTRACT
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For this project a site would ideally be located within a city that can 
draw and reflect the community around it.  The site would maintain 
the urban fabric and be located in a brownfield location that is 
vacant or has abandoned buildings.  The site should be important 
in elaborating on the community needs for the program.   The site 
should be located in a city like Chicago or Detroit; areas of urban 
decay and neglect where the community is strong and can become a 
renewed and sustainable structure into the future.

The site and the program will be connected on many levels as 
they should be when constructing within the urban fabric.  The 
program will have a strong relationship to the community and the 
existing context that surrounds it.  The program will consider the 
importance of rejuvenating the Brownfield and providing sustainable 
growth.  The program will also take into account the ecology of 
the community, and the urban landscape of the city that the site is 
part of.

Site Circumstance
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 This thesis approaches an architectural response to past, present, 

and future, by first understanding how ecology, culture and human 

interactions can transform a space through time, leaving marks on the 

space that can be used as building blocks for the community.  a design is 

developed based on how the built environment should respond to the 

existing context of the site through the exploration of brownfields, 

adaptive reuse, and the palimpsest of a site.  This project will challenge 

the existing typologies of buildings that celebrate the past, present, and 

future of a site to also respond to the community and human ecology 

of the area.  this thesis project hopes to create an architecture that 

responds to the metamorphosis of a space across time and context, and 

transform  the forms and functions of the past context into the active 

and utilized spaces of the future.

This thesis first approaches the meaning of human ecology, community, 

culture, and metamorphosis to grasp the effects of the inhabitants of the 

space.  Human ecology is the study of the distribution and abundance of 

people and the affects of their interactions with the environment,1 the 

densest distribution of people would be in the urban environment, and it 

would be a prime space to visualize  their affects on the environment.  An 

area is formed by its community, or the people with common backgrounds 

or shared interests that live in the same area and interact with one 

another.2  The group of people’s shared beliefs and practices identify a 

place or time in which they belong,  is defined as a culture.3  People’s 

beliefs, interaction, and practices in a space can change and alter the 

physical space as well as their perception of that space.  Every person 

is involved in changing their environment.  Metamorphosis takes place 

as “a striking change in appearance, or character, or circumstances,” of 

THESIS 
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an object or space.4  The idea of metamorphosis then lends itself to 

the fact that the constant changing of an urban fabric is a type 

of metamorphosis of the environment caused by the interactions 

of the people who inhabit it.  Metamorphosis is a natural change 

that occurs in many animals, and this project suggests that the 

environment of people also goes through a type of metamorphosis, 

and should consider how architecture can respond and adapt with 

the community, culture, And human ecology. 

The present American urban fabric continues to change with the 

city’s always changing strengths and identity leaving traces of 

architecture  and brownfields that remain as memory of the past.  

Brownfields are the remnants of a city that is changing from an 

industrial based economy to the more service based economies of 

today.  As the city changes, the Brownfield areas are left in neglect 

with existing buildings, and pollutants.  Brownfields have caused 

holes within the urban fabric, and a disregard for urban communities.  

A brownfield site requires more attention and consideration since 

the existence of an urban Brownfield means that it has previously 

been built upon.  The existence of past architecture on a site can be a 

strength to a design that adapts the architecture to work for the 

community of the present or future.   

Brownfields can be seen as a strength to the city that embraces 

the metamorphosis of the communities character from what is was 

to what it is to become.  The community is the human context of a 

site and builds the character of the space.  So the celebration of 

the present would mean a celebration of the community that exists 

around the site.  There are many layers to a Brownfield site that 
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connect it with a community’s history and heartbeat which should be 

celebrated as it transforms into the community’s future.  If architecture 

were to approach these brown spaces as prime places for intervention 

and reconstruction of human interactions, these communities could 

start to regain their strengths and flourish once more.  Architecture 

should approach brownfields as a space that has been detached from the 

community and is in need of reconfiguration to blend it back into the 

society that surrounds it.  

An urban Brownfield is like a palimpsest of writing that is just barely 

visible, and at times just below the surface of the ground hinting at 

a previous existence.  Just as in nature, a site goes through a series of 

transformations as it metamorphoses through time.  After a space has 

been altered from its original existence as part of nature, the traces of 

the people interacting with the space are engraved and form the new 

existence of the space.  The natural existence of a space is the first layer 

of palimpsest that a space holds.  The subsequent layers  of metamorphosis 

on the space leaves traces in the ground and in the character of the 

space.  

The palimpsest of the site is a strength that can be used to explore and 

celebrate the past of a community or culture, and the human ecology 

that exists within it.  The brownfields, vacant lots, and abandoned 

buildings are places that were once part of the community history and 

interactions, and new architecture can draw from the past presence 

of these spaces.  “The sites and the artifacts they contain are messages 

from and about the past” that allows you to learn about “the culture 

and lifestyle of people.5 The past is a trace of one existence in a space, and 

the traces that remain can be transformed into a new existence.  The 
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metamorphoses of space may carry with it characters of the past 

that speaks the language of the future. 

Architecture needs to progress into new and effective technologies 

while maintaining an acknowledgement of the past technologies.  

Architecture that adapts with the society and community to fit 

their needs will advance with the growth of that culture.  The only 

sure thing about the future is that “thing(s) that are functional 

are only functional because they work in that context.  When they 

cease to be functional they are replaced by that which is functional.6  

As the cities of today grow they have begun to sprawl and spread 

into suburban area.  The reclaimation and adaptive reuse of the 

brownfields and vacant lots in the urban center of the city is more 

beneficial to the future. 

Adaptive reuse is a way of giving a new function to an existing building 

with adaptations of the form as well.  Through adaptive reuse 

architecture can reclaim the brownfields as well as acknowledge 

past architecture and functions of the spaces within the cultures 

of the time and place.  Adaptive reuse can also be a means of reusing 

materials from an existing or razed building.  This type of recycling of 

buildings, sites, and material saves on our resources and challenges 

the designer to imagine a new use of an existing element.  

An architecture that transforms with the changes of the inhabitant 

must also react and include the inhabitants into the architecture 

that is formed.  This project approaches the idea that a museum that 

celebrates the changes of metamorphoses of space should also exhibit 

and express the changes in an interactive way.  The human ecology of 

a site should be worked into the program and circumstance of the 
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museum.  Since the community has formed the past and present of a site 

then it is important for the architecture to celebrate the interactions 

of the people as much as it celebrates the changes of the site from the 

past, present, and into the future.  

The normal typology of a museum restrains and eliminates any real 

interactions with the exhibits, but an interactive museum can express 

the exhibits in a lasting way.  A history museum is there to “make history 

tangible” and allows us to “define ourselves in the present” and “propel us 

toward a future”7 and in its preservation it limits interactions with the 

past.  This project challenges that concept by recognizing that today is 

the past of tomorrow and that to know the past one must understand 

and interact with the present as well.  The community and the people 

that have built that past should become the carriers of the knowledge 

of their past.  

A community center is used as an incubator that supports the community, 

culture, and human ecology of an area, and can be a “great opportunity 

for an exchange between our youth and seniors.”8   A community center 

builds relationships and is a “meeting place used…for social, cultural, or 

recreational purposes.”9 History and cultural connection is the backbone 

and strength to a community.  Then a community that embraces and 

celebrates its history has a stronger connection. 

The strength of a community that adapts and transforms through 

time can be connected through the architecture that celebrates past, 

present, and future.  The past lies in the palimpsest of the layers that have 

existed on the site, and the presence it once had.  The present exists in 

the community that supports and interacts with the space.  The future 

is the metamorphosis of that space from how the past has built it and 
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the present will leave it.  This project focuses on one space, but the 

language and spirit of the site pays homage to the past, present, and 

future. 

This project considers architecture that can embody the 

metamorphoses of space.  It is important for architecture to 

integrate and celebrate the interactions between the community, 

commuters, city, and the urban environment.  An architecture that 

would better serve the urban environment would be one that adapts 

to natural occurrences as well as the interactions between the 

environment and the living community that occupies the area.  As 

the community learns to adapt and change over time so should the 

architecture that builds that community to best fulfill the needs of 

the interactions in the community.  This thesis project proposes then 

that a new intervention must be rooted in the current conditions 

of a place as well as the specific future trajectory that may be implied 

by those specific localized conditions.
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1) MSN Encarta. “Dictionary.” MSN Encarta. 2007. Bloomsbury 
 Publishing Plc. Nov. 2007 <http://encarta.msn.com/dictionary_/
 Ecology.html>.
 expresses the word ecology with a strong definition and 
 solid understanding of interactions.

2) MSN Encarta. “Dictionary.” MSN Encarta. 2007. Bloomsbury 
 Publishing Plc. Nov. 2007 <http://encarta.msn.com/dictionary_/
 community.html>. 
 Gives a good definition of Community and grouping of people.

3) MSN Encarta. “Dictionary.” MSN Encarta. 2007. Bloomsbury
  Publishing Plc. Nov. 2007 <http://encarta.msn.com/dictionary_
 /culture.html>.
 Gives definitions of Culture that is useful.

    MSN Encarta. “Thesaurus.” MSN Encarta. 2007. Bloomsbury 
 Publishing Plc. Nov. 2007 <http://encarta.msn.com/thesaurus_
 /culture.html>.
 Gives a broad understanding of the term and puts it into a 
 context.

4) MSN Encarta. “Dictionary.” MSN Encarta. 2007. Bloomsbury 
 Publishing Plc. Nov. 2007 <http://encarta.msn.com/dictionary_
 /metamorphosis.html>.
 Gives better understanding of metamorphosis that fits within 
 the spectrum of the project. 
 
5) “archeology.” Answers.com. 2007. Dec. 2007 <http://www.answers.
 com/topic/archeology-2?cat=technology>.
 shows the importance of the traces existing context of past 
 on the site.

6) Turner, J. Scott. The tinkerer’s accomplice : how design emerges
  from life itself. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
 1951.
 Gives biological approach to the workings of community and 
 Ecology and natural selection, which can be interjected into  
 the usefulness of architecture.

7) Large , Jerry. “Our nation’s diverse voices finally being heard .” The
 Seattle Times 23 Sep. 2004 Jan. 2008 <http://seattletimes.nw
 source.com/html/living/2002043524_jdl23.html>.
 Article gives a light into the ideas of museum and making the 
 history tangible and interactive.

Footnotes
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8) “The Museum: Community.” Brooklyn Childrens Musuem. Brooklyn 
 Childrens Museum . Nov. 2007 <http://www.brooklynkids.org/
 community/index.asp>.
 Is a resource when looking at new interactive musuem exhibits, and 
 including the youth with the care of the musuem.

9) “community center.” Answers.com. 2007. Nov. 2007 <http://www.
 answers.com/topic/community-center>.
 Gives a good definition of Community Centers and the usefulness to 
 the community.
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Precedent 
Studies
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Seatrain House
Jennifer Siegal

Los Angeles, CA
2003
300 Loft Live Artist community
 “The Brewery”

3000 Square Foot House

Influences on Project:
 -Building formation from site 
 -Use of Shipping containers
 -Climate friendly vegetation
 -Sustainable design
 

The Seatrain house is built in an artist 
community called “The Brewery” in Los 
Angeles, California.  It a 3000 SF home 
that is sited between an industrial 
building and metal scrap yard. The 
house was Designed by Jennifer Siegal 
and the office of Mobile Design (OMD) 
to be a house that is user friendly and 
can be adaptive to the users needs.  A 
house that reuses existing materials 
and is constructed to be easy to 
maintain. 

The materials used in the house were 
found on the site as overflow from 
the scrap yard next door.  The Seatrain 
house is constructed with four 40 ft 
shipping containers that act as the 
building blocks to the house’s design.  
The four containers are used as book 
end in the floor plans and stacked 
double height.  The durability of the 
containers as well as the abundance 
of them allow them to be beneficial 
to the design.  The four container 
segregate the library, office, dining 
room, and master bedroom. Wood 
cross beams and the ceiling decking 
were also found on the site. 
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In the inbetween spaces Siegal 
utilizes exposed wood cross beams, 
that were found on the site as 
existing debris, to soften he steel 
of the containers and allows 
the exposure of the steel ceiling 
decking.  In most cases the flooring 
in the shipping containers have 
wooden floors that connect 
beautifully to the wooden floors 
that connect the spaces.  The 
materials start to work together 
to create an atmosphere that is 
soothing the owner.  Large glass 
windows allow for views out onto 
the natural vegetation and stone 
paths in the front of the house.  
Then a fence is used to block the 
views and further overflow from 
the scrap yard next door.

top: Steel and Wood beams are found material on the 
site.    Middle: part of the steel containers used in the 
design. Bottom:  Glass material that opens onto the front 
garden as part of the living room.
Left Page: Floor plans
Right: contrast between Seatrain House site and Salvage 
yard next door.
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Top Left: Illustrates the blending of lines between the 
pool, the glass windows, and Steel metal containers 
that form the upstairs spaces.
Top Right: Siegal blends a wide range of materials to 
forma zen environment. (Glass, Wood, Steel)
Right: The landscape done with native plant-life.
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Top: The indoor pool created with  
a steel container. 
Left: shows the connected waterfall 
that helps to purify and recycle the 
water. 
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Jennifer Siegal doesn’t use the 
shipping containers in just the 
normal fashion.  She utilizes the 
textures, material quality, and 
shaping of the containers in merit 
with their abilities.  The shipping 
container’s textures blend with 
the other materials in the house 
and give the eye extra interests. 
The steel allows for the outside 
and inside of the house to relate 
to one another.  The trees on the 
exterior brush against the steel 
and create a soothing quality, the 
steel heats up with the sun’s glare, 
and the sounds of rain can be heard 
inside; the steel material qualities 
carry the environment into the 
occupants of the house.  The shape 
of the container lends itself easily 
to become an indoor pool for the 
waterfall to feed into and fish to 
swim in.  

The Seatrain House is created in 
a manner that allows for easy 
maintenance and in turn lends 
itself to sustainable design.  The 
natural vegetation in the yard that 
needs little maintenance and needs 
no irrigation to survive.  The roof 
that collects water from the rain 
and flows into the house via an 
indoor waterfall.  The waterfall 
helps to humidify the house from 
the dry heat in LA and recycles the 
water for the fish in the pool.  The 
roof also circulates air through 
the house via narrow shafts on the 
shaded lower side of the house and 
along the roof to the higher end 
of the house.

This project aims to draw from 
this Precedent study ideas 
of integrated sustainability, 
reconsideration of modular 
units as building blocks, 
innovative ideas toward the 
normal reuses of certain material, 
the consideration of the material 
qualities, and consideration of 
the site; the existing materials, 
and surrounding context.  
The influence of the Seatrain 
house is one that will consider 
the inside versus the outside 
through the medium of material, 
site context, natural cycles, 
natural elements, and the 
possible interactions between 
the occupant and environment. 
This is an adaptive architecture 
that adapts the modular unit 
into a graceful alliance with 
the surroundings.
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Ljubljana, Slovenio
2000

Residential suburb of Ljubljana

Influences on Project:
 -Attention to natural cycles
 -Adaptability of the space for
   best comfort of the occupant

Nomad House
Sadar Vuga Arhiteckti

Brussels, Belgium
2001

Old Veterinary school at Cureghem
Urban Project

Influences on Project:
 -Adaptation of an existing building 
 -Using strengths of existing elements 
 -Experimental furniture and fittings

Boiler Room
Odile Decq Benoit Cornette

near Great Wall, China
2000

Communal House 

Influences on Project:
 -Adaptation of space to individual 
 -Layers of flexibility
 -Questions space division

Suitcase House
Edge (HK)
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Ljubljana, Slovenio
2000

Residential suburb of Ljubljana

Nomad House
Sadar Vuga Arhiteckti

The nomad of the house is shown 
moving from one area of the house 
to the next based on times of the day 
and the season changes. As the sun is 
more prodominant the nomad of the 
house stays in cooler patio areas of 
the house and circles around as the 
sun moves from East to West.  Then 
in cooler months the Nomad stays in 
the heart of the house and doesn’t 
venture to close to the open patios.  

Fall cycle

Spring cycle

Winter cycle

Summer cycle
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The Nomad House is built around 
four porches, one on each side of 
the house.  The house uses the site 
to give the best advantages of the 
seasonal changes.  The occupant 
is seen as a nomad that travels 
through the house during the 
day and changes the duration 
of occupancy in each of the 
spaces based on the seasons.  The 
main design of the house is two 
protective walls that enclose the 
space and give a thermal barrier 
to the elements. The secondary 
design is of the two side patios 
that allow for the elements 
to penetrate the house, and 
variations for the best comfort 
of the occupant.  

The transitional spaces around 
the house allow for the occupant 
to wander through the house 
and find a comfortable spot that 
is best to their liking. Other than 
this consideration of comfort 
and attention to the cycles of 
nature the house is not completely 
understandable, and carries no 
adaptation for the house, only 
the occupant.

Top to Bottom: Gives views onto the 
exterior spaces and except for one 
elevation the building does not quite 
portray the nomadic behavior of the 
interior. 
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Brussels, Belgium
2001

Old Veterinary school at Cureghem
Urban Project

Boiler Room
Odile Decq Benoit Cornette

The boiler Room is one of 
the secondary buildings 
located on the edge of 
the site and is converted 
into four houses 
and a cafe area.  The 
design accentuates the 
structure and strength 
of the boiler itself.  
Instead of destroying 
the existing and building 
new the houses are in the 
connected building and 
the cafe utilizes the first 
and second floor in the 
boiler room.  The bold 
shape and connection 
to previous usage of the 
boiler stack is preserved 
and exaggerated by the 
cafe that wraps around 
it and allows it to flow 
through the building.

The houses that are in the 
connected building are created 
with transformable spaces.  The 
houses have  movable partition that 
create larger and smaller rooms.  
Then the architect play with the 
adaptability of the furniture and 
fixtures.  Kitchens and bathrooms 
fold into boxes or closets.  The 
closing of a partiton creates 
public versus private areas within 
the house. In the basement house 
the lighting is created through 
openings in the above courtyard 
and garden areas. 
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Collage of images of the building that illustrate the 
predominate boiler stack. The floors that interact and walk 
around the structure of the existing. 
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near Great Wall, China
2000

Communal House 

Suitcase House
Edge (HK)

Bottom: Elevation with existing context.
Opposite Page: the stages of the house through the 
changes of interior panels, windows, and other fold out 
elements. Shows the adaptability of the house.

The Suitcase HOuse looks at how 
a house can adapt and change 
as the occupancy demands, the 
seasons change, and needs shift.  
The suitcase part of the house 
is that the adaptable pieces all 
fit into the floors and ceilings 
of the structure creating level 
changes between spaces, and 
barriers to close off one space a 
from another.  

As the house changes with the 
requirements of the moment, 
the house appearance also 
becomes different and changes 
in translucency,  and interior 
opaqueness.  This project shows 
the ease and simplified views of 
spaces created with thought to 
how the occupant would use 
the space. 
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Ara Pacis Museum
Richard Meier & Partners 
Architects LLP

   The Ara Pacis Museum is located 
along the Tiber River in the history 
center of Rome, Italy.  Ara Pacis means 
“Altar of Peace” and was originally  
built 2,000 years ago.  The altar was then 
protected during the time of stalin 
and housed in a very roman solid 
stone structure.  That structure then 
started to deteriorate and Richard 
Meier then designed a building that 
would house the altar and also be 
converted into an exhibition space.  
 This project then deals with 
layers of history on the site,and the 
structure of history from the city in 
which it is placed.  The project has 
this play of pull and reverence to 

Rome, Italy 
2006

Historical center of Rome on 
the tiber River
Influences on Project:
 -the program of 
 museum/community
  connection
 -Ways the project pays 
 attention to the historic 
 references
 -The ideas of preservation
  and addition

history and addition of new space 
that will display new modern exhibits. 
The project balances the ideas of 
showing the history and structure 
of the building, and blending a new 
and vibrant interaction spaces for 
the public.
 Richard Meier designed the 
first modern building in the historic 
center of Rome.  The modern building 
uses glass that protects the history 
and at the same time exposes it for 
people to see.  Then in place the skin 
of the building sits and rests on an 
existing wall.  
The fact that this is a modern building 
usually means that it should be light, 
airy, and open, abut the existing 
architecture and presence of Rome 
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is very much more structured, 
solid, massive, and made of stone. 
With this project Richard Meier 
had to find a peace between the 
two different architectural 
styles without giving up the 
integrity of either.  So the use 
of a transparent skin the allows 
views onto the history of Rome 
through the addition of new 
technology is a wonderful way 
of capturing both worlds.

Top: A view through the new glass wall onto the existing art of the altar.  The window 
creates the idea of a showcase for the architecture.
Bottom: An interior view of how the altar sits placed in the middle of the glass shell and 
can be viewed all around.
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the project is located along 
the Tiber River and connected 
to the western side of  the 
Piazza Augusto Imperatore, and 
must make connections to the 
community and the visiting 
public.  Meier forms spaces that 
are public and historically 
referenced by fountains, 
landscape that allows the 
pedestrian to feel invited into 
the are and vegetation that 
allows for comfort.  
This integration of the 
components of public, history, 
openness, layers, and museum 
are pieces that I hope to bring 
into my project with a blending 
or tension that allows the 
elements all to be admired.
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The connection of Modern and 
history is done with great care 
of the existing context of the 
site. 

Right: View from the gardens in the front and into the 
glass curtain facade that encases the altar.
Below: Illustrates the connection between the 
existing wall and the new glass curtain facade. So the 
architecture just doesn’t encase, but also interacts 
with the existing. 
Bottom: A model done to show the overall form of 
the building. Seems to lack a good representation of 
new vs. old. 
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Top: View onto the entrance 
where the visitors can flow 
from the plaza into the new 
created space.
Left: A closer detail that 
shows interaction between 
the existing and new 
architecture.
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Site 
Investigation

Chicago 

Detroit 
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Site Considerations

Physical Considerations:
 Brown field site/vacant lot/ 
  abandonment
 Site in an existing building/
  architecture
 Visibility to neighborhood
 Accessibility for community at 
  large
 Relation to city on larger scale
 Located close to place of 
  importance for city
or...  Attachment to city identity

Community Considerations:
 Sense of stability/growth
 Active concern and pride in 
  neighborhood
 Youth population
 Attention to schools and youth 
  programs 
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Detroit

“The Motor City” 
Detroit has the urban setting 
and strength in it’s history that 
could prove very beneficial to 
this site and program.  Detroit is 
a large metropolis that has fallen 
victim to suburban sprawl and 
decentralization.  The city is making 
bold movements in reviving the city 
structure and identity.  

The history of Detroit is free of 
controversy and interest.  Detroit 
has a history that at one point 
welcomed public transportation, 
then turned to solely private 
transportation.  Detroit is a city 
now that has turned it’s views to 
reinventing a transportation system 
that can unite the city and the 
suburbs.  The site and program could 
aim at expanding and encouraging 
the growth of the city in this 
fashion of connection within the 
city.

Detroit has been striving to find 
it’s own identity as a Black city, or 
Motor City, or somewhere in between.  
The city has many cultures that are 
strong in pride and ready for the 
encouragement of exploring their 
identities.  At the moment there are 
only pocket neighborhoods that 
emulate their cultures proudly, but 
with regrowth of the city there is 
great potential for new kinds of 
merging between cultures.  The fact 
that the communities in Detroit are 
proud of their past and hopeful for 
their futures could help to build 
a stronger thesis and outcome for 
this project.  

Chicago

“The Windy City”
Chicago is a city that has a strong 
sense of identity, urban density, a 
history that is diverse in its changes, 
and a future that is sure and sound.  
Chicago’s history ranges from 
Midwest ports to a gangster city to 
a highlight of economic growth.  
There are  communities in Chicago 
that embrace their connections and 
differences to build neighborhoods 
that thrive among the city 
background, and some that need 
slight pushes of encouragement to 
become an interacting community.

Chicago has a tighter urban fabric 
that has places of abandonment and 
neglect.  The transportation of the 
city allows for a better connection 
of the communities to the entirety 
of the city.   A strong history that 
spreads across the city limits allows 
for many places that could connect 
to the city identity or historical 
importance.  

Chicago has a strong industrial 
background that has spotted areas 
of the city.  Chicago has grown 
beyond the industrial market and 
into the commercial and business 
markets to build the city.  This 
growth from industrial centers 
has allowed Chicago to find ways 
of adaptation that can help in 
utilizing the empty lots and bring in 
the new shape of the city.  The fact 
that Chicago has some industrial 
sites that are left as brownfield, 
and a willingness to encourage or 
even emphasize adaptation of the site 
makes Chicago a city worth looking 
at and investigating for sites that 
could fall into the scope of this 
project.
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Detroit’s old industrial area

A site within the area of:
 Kercheval St, &Cadillac   
 Blvd
 E. Jefferson Ave., &
     Holcomb Ave 

Advantages:
Relation to the riverfront and 
the industrial brownfields in 
the area. 

Disadvantages:
Urban fabric is not very tight 
and the community is very 
dispersed.

Detroit’s Railroad areas

A site towards the north of 
Detroit that is within the area 
of:
 7 Mile rd & Mound Rd
 E. McNichols &Conant 
Ave.

Advantages:
Relation to once existing 
railroad tracks that have been 
torn out. A community that is 
growing and takes pride in the 
area.

Disadvantages:
The access to the sites are 
restricted and hard to reach 
within the community area.

Detroit Sites
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Detroit’s old Railroads:

A site within the area of:
 E. McNichols Rd &Van Dyke
 Mound Rd & Marcus St

Advantages:
Unused railtracks that are 
still exposed, could become 
connection for the city.

Disavantages:
The view of rail area was 
completely restricted and it is 
only working industrial sites 
that have no connection to the 
community around it.

Detroit’s old Railroad industrial 
yards

A site within the area of:
 Dix Ave. & Lonyo St
 Michigan Ave & Junction St

Advantages:
advantageous views onto the 
rail tracks, the active tracks 
could bring life into the area.  
Community has great pride in the 
neighborhood. Brownfields in 
areas accessible to community.

Disavantages:
Industrial buildings stand 
between possible sites and the 
community behind.

This is the area os further 
investigation for a site 
possibility.
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This site located on Bruckner st & Clayton Ave is a brownfield site that 
was abandoned with the decline in industry and rail station.  There is no 
existing architecture left on the site to build from, but it wraps around 
two houses that connect into the neighborhood.  This neighborhood 
is very proud of the area and continues to keep the appearances of the 
streets and houses in good shape.  The rail tracks are open and visible to 
the neighborhood and can be drawn upon to feed the design and program 
of the project.

Though the rail tracks are visible to parts of the neighborhood it is cut 
off from the site physically and visibly. It is then hard to draw from the 
existing to adapt to the needs of the community.

Ultimately:

This site has many good pieces that could benefit the program and project.  
This site is not the best site.
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Chicago Bridgeport Community

A site within the area of:
 Wood St & 36th St
 Racine Ave & 31st St

Advantages:
This area has a well unified 
community and a strong urban 
fabric.  The area is open and very 
visible. Connected to a major 
Chicago port in the beginning 
of Chicago’s history.

Disavantages:
The area has very little neglect 
or abandonment.  There is no real 
access or relationship to the 
canal. Plenty of youth programs 
and schools in the area.

Chicago Back-of-the-yards 
community

A site within the area of:
 Halsted St & 40th St
 Normal Ave & 46th St

Advantages:
The community is open and 
interactive with a walkable 
neighborhood.  location near the 
old union stockyard of Chicago 
that has been transformed into 
a industrial park.  

Disadvantages:
Possible sites have no existing 
architecture to build from.

Chicago Sites
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Chicago’s Pullman District

A site within the area of:
 Cottage Groove ave & 
    114th st
 Corliss ave & 103rd st

Advantages:
Pullman District is a planned 
industrial district.  There are 
still existing architecture from 
origin of the district. Community 
is trying to be active and active 
use of the public transportation. 

This becomes the area of the most 
interest.
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This site in the “Back-of-the-
yards” community is located 
on 43rd Place and Racine 
Ave.  This site has potential 
connections to  the 
industrial building across 
the street.  It is a site that 
serves as a gateway to the 
community. The community is 
very open and there is activity 
in the neighborhood.  The 
Original gate to the Union 
Stockyard of Chicago is still 
standing and is visible to the 
neighborhoods.  

This site fits the needs of the 
project and the community 
could be easily boosted.  The 
site would better fit the 
project if it had an existing 
architecture to adapt for 
the community.

Chicago Sites
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This site is located in the 
Pullman District on 111th 
St and Cottage Groove Ave.  
The site has an abandoned 
building and a larger site 
that can be used in many ways.  
Across from the site is an 
open park area.  The location 
of the site is on high traffic 
streets that are visible to 
the community as well as 
to visitors to the area.  The 
location above the street rail 
tracks will also add interest 
and connection to the city.  
The public transportation is 
also used frequently by the 
people of the community. 

This is the site that will be used 
to further the program.
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Site 
Analysis
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Above: Chicago highways and transit systems
   Yellow=highway
 Blue=transit lines
Right: Figure ground map of the site and 
surrounding areas
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The site for the project is 
located in the Pullman District 
of Chicago, Illinois.  The site 
is the old factory site of the 
Pullman car company at the 
corner of 111th st and Cottage 
Groove Ave.  The site is located 
directly off the main transit 
system of Chicago.  There are 
many bus stops along Cottage 
Groove Ave that feeds the 
surrounding community and 
the site.  There are main highways 
that connect into the local 
streets, and there is high traffic 
flow on 111th street from I-90.  
Then Cottage Groove Ave has 
a medium flow of traffic from 
the connections between the 
main roads through the city.  

The first thing about the Pullman 
district is the amount of history 
that is contained in this area. A 
history that is mostly centered 
around the site and directly 
surrounding areas, A history 
that had an affect not only on 
the community and Pullman 
District, but also a history that 
entangles throughout the 
history of Chicago, the United 

Top: diagram of the original layout of the factories and clock 
tower.
Above: aerial of the site with lines to represent the still existing 
tracks on the site and the rail system of Chicago.
Below: Banner used for the Historic Pullman Foundation
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States, and work laws and unions 
of today’s society.  Pullman was 
built as a utopian city that would 
produce happy works and create a 
higher standard of living for the 
common person.  George Pullman 
had many ideas of how to think 
outside of the box of normal 
working of the period and create a 
city that would produce comfort 
coach cars for the expanding 
railroads while minimizing waste 
and creating an environment 
for workers to receive the best 
treatment.  Pullman was city built 
for the workers and through the 
happiness of the workers would 
produce a better product. 

The main symbol of Pullman was 
the clock tower, which could be 
seen from the very first glimpse 
of the city.  The clock tower 
became the first experience for 
visitors and newcomers to the 
city.  A view that would show the 
magnificence and strength of the 
area.  The clock tower still stands 
today and is on the site that this 
project will transform.

From Top to Bottom: Pullman Community 
marching band; 1890 Pullman clock tower 
and old  factory; Pullman ladies soccer team; 
waiting railcar wheel; Workers of the factory 
and live in Pullman; The community park design 
for Pullman to create a viable community.
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From Top to Bottom: Mural of Pullman and the 
community that built it; existing traces of rails 
and wheel at local park area; graffittied sign 
for local hotdog spot; Sign showing ownership 
and pride in the neighborhoods; community 
park in front of Hotel Florence.

Cross-section of the existing buildings and 
area. 

The community is a strong 
element in the history, 
present, and future growth 
of this site.  Through the past 
the community was a major 
building factor for the city 
of Pullman by George Pullman. 
George Pullman designed the 
city to create a community and 
become a society that was happy 
and good workers. The city 
only existed because the people 
wanted to be there.
 
Even today the community is 
a main piece of being able to 
develop an area. Without the 
community there will be no 
reason or support of any progress 
to the area. The community is 
still a strong and active source 
of life. The community rides 
bikes, walks about the neighbor, 
sits on porches, and celebrate 
the history and story of the 
Pullman District. 

The community is the reason 
for transforming this site from 
a gated, closed off site into an 
active, integrated piece of the 
community.  this site calls for a 
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respect to the history of the site 
and district, as well as a respect 
for the community and families 
that live around it. 

Another part that needs to 
be understood is the amount 
of transformation that has 
happened already to this site 
through time. Since the Thesis 
plays a part in  the  transformation 
from the past to the present to 
the future.  This site was the 
strong point of the original 
creation of the city of Pullman, 
but through time has gone 
through many transformations 
as there were changes in industry 
and the assembly process, as the 
railroads expanded and needed 
more customized spaces. 

The clock tower and railcar 
factories were originally built in 
1886 as a progressional assembly 
of iron and wood coach 
traveling railcars.  It stayed the 
same until just after the turn of 
the century where they had come 
under new management. Then 
changed with the growth and 
needs of the railroad companies.   

Map of site in 1889 Map of site in 1910 showing 
transformation

Map of site in 2007 showing transformations  
to the present 
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they were mostly interior changes 
and few changes in the length 
of the building for more bays.  
Then in 1910 with the changes in 
technology it transformed again 
into a factory that would builds 
steel cars in a linear assembly and 
leave behind the progressional 
assembly. In this stage the factory 
buildings were enlarged on the 
south side and connected to the 
factories in on the east of the site.  
The north wing was changed in 
the front facade by cutting holes 
beneath the  windows for more 
space to the assembly. 

The factory and clock tower 
stayed like this until the decline in 
railcar production and then it was 
used as big box industry warehouse.  
It was left vacant and abandoned 
around 1967 as ti lacked the needs 
of the growing industry.  The last 
transformation came in 1999 when 
the south wing, and clock tower 
was burned in a huge fire. The south 
wing was not able to be saved and 
the clock tower  astonishingly 
stayed together. That is how the 
site remains in the present. 

The site now holds traces of the past 
and  standing proof of the present. 
there are perceived traces within 
the community of the presence 
and history of the site.  There are 
traces in the ground on the south 

From Top to Bottom: Articles about the fire that 
destroyed the Pullman factory and parts of the 
clock tower; Actual picture of the remains that 
the fire left of the clock tower.
Other Page: Existing site traces and context.
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of the site where the factory used to 
stand, there is the traces of the ruins 
in the shell and roof structure of 
the factory building at the east of 
the site.  Then in the clock tower and 
north wing of the factory holds many 
traces of how the site was in its most 
original form.  these traces should 
be celebrated and the community 
should be invigorated and included 
in the future design and growth of 
the site.

This site is strong in history, traces, 
community, and presence.  This site has 
much to do with how the program 
will be determined. a program that 
includes the future growth of the 
area, the community, the history, and 
the symbol for the Pullman District. 
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Program 
Overall
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Program 
Summary

 The site that has been selected for the project thesis has a number 
of elements  that may be influential to the programming of the project.   
The site has a strong history element, community element, youth 
presence and existing structures that will help the build the program 
and relate it to the site.  The historical presence of the clock tower 
and remainder of the old factory building are seen as a strength in 
the programming of the site.  The program then becomes connected 
to adapting the history and structure of the existing conditions.  The 
community has a strong sense of pride and celebration of the history 
of the district.  The program then will celebrate the history and pride 
of the neighborhood that is made of beautiful brick structures and 
an area that was first designed to be self sustaining.  The presence of 
youth on the streets riding bikes and listening to music, enjoying a 
neighborhood setting that is pleasant and safe is also important to 
the program.  The program then considers the need for the youth to 
get involved with the community and learn the history of the area 
they come from.  Then the historical element that is a strong piece of 
the history of America, Chicago, industry, and the neighborhood can 
be celebrated with by the community and can be fully shared with all 
people.   
 The program can then connect the strengths of the site and 
investigate how to best play up those strengths.  The program is 
an interactive history museum with connection to the community 
through engineering study programs for the youth.  The museum will 
approach history in an interactive way that will bring in a different 
level of relationship between the past, present, and future.  The building 
structure will play off of the current existing condition, the past 
presence, and the future growth of the area as a reflection of the 
metamorphosis of the space.  The project will also investigate how 
the building will celebrate the elements of the site in the sense of 
adaptive reuse.  It is the design of the thesis for the program to bridge 
the connection of the site to the community and the past contexts 
to the present uses through building functions and structures.  
The program will bring the community and visitors in more direct 
connection with the existing history on the site. 
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Program 
Statement

Interior Spaces-
 Administration-
  Administrator-        300sq ft
  Youth Director-       300sq ft
  Assistants Offices- 4 (100sq ft)      400sq ft
  Offices-  6 offices      1000sq ft
  Conferences-  2 rooms (500sq ft)  1000sq ft
  Secretary- 2 desks  (150sq ft)    300sq ft
  Mechanical Rooms 3 rooms (300sq ft)   900sq ft
  Restrooms-         500sq ft
 Sub –Total         3700sq ft 

 Main Entrance-
  Circulation desk-        300sq ft
  Waiting area-         500sq ft
  Restrooms-      1000sq ft
  Coat Check-        500sq ft
  Storage-         500sq ft
  Foyer-        1500sq ft
 Sub-Total          4300sq ft

 Café- 
  Seating-  75 seats     2500sq ft
  Restrooms-        700sq ft
  Kitchen-        1200sq ft 
 Sub-total         4400sq ft

 Gift Shop-
  Cashier-          400sq ft
  Window Display Area-      600sq ft
  Shopping Space-      1000sq ft
 Sub –Total         2000sq ft

 Theater/Lecture Space-
  Lobby-        800sq ft
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  Seating- 100 seats     1500sq ft
  Stage-         400sq ft
  Balcony Space-         700sq ft 
 Sub-Total         3400sq ft

 Exhibit Spaces
  Pullman Exhibit-      25,000sq ft  
  Future Travel Exhibit-     15,000sq ft
  Past Travel Exhibit-     22,000sq ft
  Rotating Exhibit-     17,000sq ft
 Sub-Total         79,000sq ft

 Shipping/Receiving 
  Historical Storage-     3000sq ft
  Collection Storage-     3000sq ft
  Temporary Storage-     1000sq ft
  Restoration Storage-     1000sq ft
  Docking Area-        800sq ft
  Security Area-        500sq ft
  Sub-Total         9,300sq ft

 Activity Area
  Experimenting Lab-         400sq ft 
  Storage-           100sq ft
  Learning Space-          300sq ft
  Track-        1000sq ft
  Activity Area-          600sq ft
 Sub-Total         2400sq ft

 Technology Teach/Learn space-
  Classrooms-  3 rooms (750sq ft)  2250sq ft
  Experimental Labs- 2 rooms(700sq ft)  1400sq ft
  Teachers Offices- 2 (200sq ft)    400 sq ft
  Administrator’s office       300sq ft
  Storage Room-  2 (100qs ft)    200 sq ft
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  Restrooms-        600 sq ft
  Entrance Area-        600sq ft
  Exhibit Space-      ~700sq ft
 Sub-Total         6450sq ft

 Computer/Network Space- 
  Desks-   10 desks (100sq ft)    1000sq ft
  Sever Room-          300sq ft
 Sub-Total         1300sq ft

 Library
  Offices-  (3 offices@ 200 sq ft)    600 sq ft 
  Break Room-        500 sq ft
  Storage-          500sq ft
  Circulation Desk-        250 sq ft
  Entrance Area-        500 sq ft
  Reference Desk-       300 sq ft
  DVD/ Video collections-      500 sq ft
  Conference Rooms- (2 rooms @ 200 sq ft)   400 sq ft
  Microfilm area-       500 sq ft
  Historical books-       700 sq ft
  Reading area (formal)-    1000sq ft
  Sitting Area (non-formal)-   1000sq ft
  Restrooms-        700 sq ft
  Carrels-  12 carrels (50sq ft)     600sq ft
  Books Shelves-       4000sq ft 
 Sub-Total         12,050sq ft
  
 Circulation-      (20%)  25,660sq ft
Total Interior-          153 ,960sq 
ft
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 Exterior Spaces-
  Picnic Space-       20,000sq ft
  Breezeway/train “station”-     80,000sq ft
  Paved Testing Track-      10,000sq ft
  Landscaped Areas-      100,000sq ft
  Sports Area-       50,000sq ft
  Parking Lot-       60,000sq ft
Total Exterior-          320,000sq ft
Total required Space-        473,960 sq ft
Total Site square feet-        489,419sq ft
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Schematic 
Design
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Diagram of just the programmed new spaces 
shows interior and underground areas

Diagram of the exiting conditions (white) and 
the first thoughts on the placement of program 
spaces 

Program Diagrams 
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Diagram of just the existing conditions on the 
site. Traces of the foundations.

Diagram of translucent overall ideas. Helps to 
visualize all the components together.
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Diagram looking at the sight lines into the site 
from the park area.

Diagram analyzing the existing infrastructures 
and Community layouts
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Buried Foundations

Existing Walls

Traces of old Walls

Analyzing the traversing over the rail tracks
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Studies of Structure and Materiality
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hovering planes

Breaking perceived 
Boundaries

Layers of writing 
with only pieces ex-
posed of what lies 
beneath

A building form that responds to 
the traces and past transformations 
without replication. Show the new with 
glimpses to the past 

PAlimpsest
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Ideas of uncovered traces~~A 
museum to showcase  the lost 
pieces

Study with first thoughts on placement of 
program and building form



74 Canopy & Building form studies
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Understanding the connections 
between the Community spaces and 
the Museum spaces.  Breaking the 
existing orthogonal rules 



76 Studies of New and Old

Sketches and ideas of the spatial 
context. Integration with the past, 
present and future. 
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78 Connections between old and New
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Looking at the connections between 
Community/Museum and Old/New

Analyzing spatial presence, Volume, 
and connections.



80 Traces of the Site 
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Understanding and looking at the traces 
that exist on the site or the remains of 
the original function and form. 



82 Traces of the Site 

Rail Tracks 

Wall Ruin 

Cistern Traces 

Reconstructed 
piece of Original
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Rail Tracks 

Cistern Traces sunken and lifted 
concrete traces 

West Area of traces

Old Loading Dock

Existing Shell wall
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Space Detail 
Summaries
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Exterior Breezeway  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

- 1 80,000 80,000

Purpose/Functions
-This is a open and public space that joins the museum and community 
spaces together

Activities
-Walking, looking at history on the site, sitting, 

Spatial Relationships
-This is the connector space that stitches all the buildings together.  
Connections into museum entrance area, cafe, library, teaching area, 
and exterior spaces. 

Qualitative Considerations
-Very open area with need for attractive artificial lighting.  

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-Should  behave as a open space with slightly covered areas for visitors 
and at connections into other spaces.

Structural Systems
-Steel Long span Truss System, Steel structure

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Museum Entrance Space  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

400 1 2600 2600

Purpose/Functions
-This is a public space that is  to welcome and give information to the 
visitors that come to the museum. 

Activities
-shed coats, gather in groups, gain information, and create 
introduction to the museum.

Spatial Relationships
-This space will have connections into exhibit areas, and lecture space.  
This space will connect off the breezeway space. 

Qualitative Considerations
-This area will have openness, natural lighting form the west and 
possibly through the east.  Access to the exterior of the project and 
the breezeway.  

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Structural Systems
-Brick construction with post and beam assembly.

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Theater/Lecture Space 
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

400 1 2600 2600

Purpose/Functions
-A space that is semi-private and allows for speakers to lecture and 
audience to gather with good sound conditions and seating.

Activities
-Sitting, Listening, movies, lectures, projections

Spatial Relationships
-This space will be connected to the Museum Entrance and emergency 
exits, and will have a balcony access that connects from exhibit 
spaces.  

Qualitative Considerations
-need for control lighting for projection abilities, a sound 
absorbing space so as not to disturb exhibit areas.  Flexible space that 
can be changed for the needs of the groups enjoying the space.  

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-A space that conducive for speakers with ability of graphic/computer 
presentations

Structural Systems
-Steel Construction 

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Pullman Exhibit Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

400 1 25,000 25,000

Purpose/Functions
-This is a more Public Space, which will be the exhibit of Pullman 
history and train memorabilia.

Activities
-Experiencing, learning, thinking, sitting, standing

Spatial Relationships
-A space connected to some of the other exhibit areas.  Areas where 
the exhibit blends or forms into the future or past exhibits. 

Qualitative Considerations
-Control of lighting, Natural lighting that is restricted and 
controlled.  Space for the visitors to move and examine.

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-Should behave a incubator where students and visitors can gain 
knowledge and understanding.

Structural Systems
-Steel/Brick/Cement panel construction

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Past Exhibit Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

400 1 22,000 22,000

Purpose/Functions
-This is a more Public Space, which will express past means of land 
travel

Activities
-Experiencing, learning, thinking, sitting, standing

Spatial Relationships
-A space connected to some of the other exhibit areas.  Areas where 
the exhibit blends or forms into the future or pullman exhibits. 

Qualitative Considerations
-Control of lighting, Natural lighting that is restricted and 
controlled.  Space for the visitors to interact and explore.

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-A space that is interactive with history and allows for the visitors 
to experience the past.

Structural Systems
-Existing Brick Masonry structure and additional steel structure 
to support in any issues

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Future Exhibit Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

400 1 15,000 15,000

Purpose/Functions
-This is a more Public Space, which explore the ideas of future 
technology

Activities
-Experiencing, learning, thinking, sitting, standing, interactive play 
with technologies

Spatial Relationships
-A space connected to some of the other exhibit areas.  It will have 
areas that connect to areas for experimentation. 

Qualitative Considerations
-Control of lighting, Natural lighting that is restricted and 
controlled.  Space for the visitors to interact and explore

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-A space that allows for change in exhibits and different size 
exhibits. 

Structural Systems
-Steel structural system with brick wall and Cement paneling.

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Temporary Exhibit Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

400 1 17,000 17,000

Purpose/Functions
-To allow new and temporary exhibits to be setup and explored by the 
visitors.

Activities
-Experiencing, learning, thinking, sitting, standing

Spatial Relationships
-A space connected to some of the other exhibit areas.  Area that is 
flexible and adaptable to exhibits.

Qualitative Considerations
-Control of lighting, Natural lighting that is restricted and 
controlled.  Lighting that can be arranged for the changing 
exhibits.  Space for the visitors to move and examine.

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-This space will be accessible when needed and able to be closed off.

Structural Systems
-Existing Structure with additional steel structure where needed.

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Technology Teach/Learn Room  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

20 3 500 1500

Purpose/Functions
-Private area for the community for student learning. To encourage 
growth of knowledge and imagination of new ideas.

Activities
-learning, sitting, teaching

Spatial Relationships
-Connection to experimenting labs and other classrooms.  Near area 
of exterior testing track.

Qualitative Considerations
-Natural Lighting, configured space to assist in teaching.

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-Allows students to explore their imaginations and thoughts with 
work area to experiment in. 

Structural Systems
-Steel construction with Copper siding

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Experimenting Labs  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

20 2 500 1000

Purpose/Functions
-Private area for the community for student Experimenting with new 
designs and ideas. 

Activities
-learning, Experimenting, building, 

Spatial Relationships
-Connection to classrooms and library.  Near  area of exterior 
testing track.  

Qualitative Considerations
-Natural Lighting, configured space to assist in experimenting with 
engineering.

Equipment/Furnishings
-

Behavioral Conditions
-create an open atmosphere for producing work and new devices  

Structural Systems
-Steel construction   

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-Forced air and plenty of exhaust for work.  
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Computer/Network Space   
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

20 1 1000 1000

Purpose/Functions
-Semi-private area for community use and networking area for 
community computer use and student reference areas.

Activities
-computers, learning

Spatial Relationships
-Connection to Library and classrooms. 

Qualitative Considerations
-natural lighting that is one directional or above to reduce glares  
on computer screens

Equipment/Furnishings
-Computers and seating with lighting that benefits computer use

Structural Systems
-Steel construction

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Library Entrance  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

40 1 1000 1000

Purpose/Functions
-Public Space for community and visitors, to be welcomed into the 
library.

Activities
-gathering, information, sitting

Spatial Relationships
-This space will connect into the main library areas and off of the 
breezeway, and outdoor sports area.

Qualitative Considerations
-Natural Lighting, and views out onto the environment

Behavioral Conditions
-Welcome Community and museum visitors into library space 

Structural Systems
-Steel construction 

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Library Sitting Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

50 1 1000 1000

Purpose/Functions
-Public Area for use of the library in a closed semi-quiet area.

Activities
-Studying, Sitting, Reading

Spatial Relationships
-Connection to the libraries main areas, stacks, entrance, and 
computer lab area.

Qualitative Considerations
-Natural Lighting with consideration of noise levels and views onto 
Pullman and sports areas.

Equipment/Furnishings
-Seating and tables for visitor uses

Behavioral Conditions
-quiet setting with lighting that is good for quiet reading  or 
study

Structural Systems
-Steel construction

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Cafe   
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

100 1 2000 2000

Purpose/Functions
-Public area for relaxing and enjoying the visit.

Activities
-sitting, drinking, talking

Spatial Relationships
-Connected to the breezeway, with direct access to Museum entrance 
and Library entrance.  Directly connected to the Gift shop.

Qualitative Considerations
-Natural Lighting and atmosphere conducive to talking, gathering 
and experiencing.

Equipment/Furnishings
-Seating and tables for eating and talking 

Behavioral Conditions
-open atmosphere for talking and eating while enjoying views

Structural Systems
-Train structure from unused train cars

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Gift Shop  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

50 1 1000 1000

Purpose/Functions
-Public space for visitors for displaying and purchasing 
memorabilia

Activities
-talking, looking

Spatial Relationships
-Direct connection to the Cafe space and Exterior breezeway. With  
access to Museum entrance.  

Qualitative Considerations
-Natural Lighting and lighting adaptable to the display of objects.

Equipment/Furnishings
-shelving and sales equipment

Behavioral Conditions
-small area for selling mementos from the museum.

Structural Systems
-steel construction

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Testing Track Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

- 1 10,000 10,000

Purpose/Functions
-Open public space for testing of designs by the community youth 

Activities
-moving objects, shouting, racing

Spatial Relationships
-connected to the Experimenting labs. loop that wraps around the 
buildings.

Qualitative Considerations
-Exterior space that is open, only covered in certain areas.

Equipment/Furnishings
-Track and storage cabinets for necessary equipment

Behavioral Conditions
-Open space that has test tracks and allows for any exhaust to be 
vented.  Space that contains testing of new ideas.

Structural Systems
-steel construction with brick cavity walls 

Mechanical/Electrical Systems
-
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Sports Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

- 1 50,000 50,000

Purpose/Functions
-Public space for community and visitors to use at all times

Activities
-Basketball, football, open play, noise

Spatial Relationships
-connection to the environment and community areas

Qualitative Considerations
-Artificial lighting at night times 

Equipment/Furnishings
-basketball hoops and other sport fixtures

Behavioral Conditions
-open space that has existing structure surrounding the players and 
availability to play sports or other activities for the community

Structural Systems
-existing structures
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Picnic Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

- 1 20,000 20,000

Purpose/Functions
-Public space for community and visitors to use at all times

Activities
-Eating, Laughing, enjoying

Spatial Relationships
-connection to the environment, Parking area, Sports area, and 
Breezeway 

Qualitative Considerations
-Artificial lighting at night times, trees and landscape for cover 
and natural protection, sitting areas with tables.

Equipment/Furnishings
-picnic tables 

Behavioral Conditions
-Open space that interweaves through existing remains of train 
tracks and testing track.
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Parking Area  
Capacity No. of units NSF/ Unit NSF/Total

- 1 60,000 60,000

Purpose/Functions
-Public space for parking cars as a show place for present land 
travel.

Activities
-Parking, walking, talking

Spatial Relationships
-connection to the Breezeway and community areas

Qualitative Considerations
-Artificial lighting at night times, consideration of the pedestrian 
walking around 
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Conclusion

This Project has gone through several investigations of how the traces 
of the past may transform into a present form.  It has gone through the 
past and looked at the transformations that it has taken place in the 
past, and looked into how the new architecture should recognize and 
represent the past without becoming part of the past.  The community 
Program integrated with the larger Museum Program allows for the 
integration of continued use throughout the seasons and time of day 
with a representation and learning ability from the past transformations.  
The project makes careful connections with the existing ruins on the site 
to allow appreciation of the previous uses of the site and importance it 
held in the Pullman District, while making it useful to the community 
and visitors of today.  A museum that does more than capture a time and 
place but shows how it was and changed over time into a new place. 

The  project came to a very nice ending with knowledge and position of 
where and how the past should travel into the future, but lacked the 
completion of a study into the depth of how the program could become 
fully integrated into that challenge.  A further study and exploration of 
the program of museum and the roe it plays in the idea of transformation 
would have brought about a stronger and more complete.  The museum 
program is questioned in the beginning and how it should not capture a 
moment but also bring capture this moment.  The integration and study 
of this thought and questioning would have developed a more complete 
project that finished the thoughts it began.  

The project was a success in that it brought about a solution to a question 
and produced a learning experience.  Had there been more time, there 
would have been areas in need of further study, and yet the project still 
has qualities that could capture the imagination.  Maybe the answer isn’t 
more time, but rather starting at one point and letting it manifest in the 
minds of the people who use it... maybe this is just the first of the many 
things to come.  The thesis is about looking at the transformation of a 
space through time, but as you start to look  at the changes time has past 
and new changes have filled that space. 
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